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adversely interfere with each other in contending for CPU
resources. Our recent work has called this point of view into
question by noting that multicore platforms are rife with other
interference sources, like caches, buses, and memory banks,
that are not seen as fundamental impediments [1]–[3]. Indeed,
as discussed below, extensive recent work has shown that these
other interference sources can be safely mitigated.
We examine herein whether the potential ill effects of SMT
can also be safely mitigated, enabling its benefits to be reaped
in safety-critical embedded real-time systems. In such systems,
tasks are often partitioned among different criticality levels
and we assume that here. While it may seem self-evident that
SMT can be safely used for tasks that are not very critical
(and thus more interference-tolerant), the range of criticality
levels across which SMT can be safely applied is not clear.
In this paper, we present the results of a research study
undertaken to clarify this issue. This study points to the
conclusion that SMT is safe to apply to increase platform
capacity, even for tasks of high criticality. We elaborate on
this conclusion below, after first providing an overview of
prior related work to provide context.

Abstract—Simultaneous multithreading (SMT) enables enhanced computing capacity by allowing multiple tasks to execute
concurrently on the same computing core. Despite its benefits, its
use has been largely eschewed in work on real-time systems due
to concerns that tasks running on the same core may adversely
interfere with each other. In this paper, the safety of using SMT
in a mixed-criticality multicore context is considered in detail.
To this end, a prior open-source framework called MC2 (mixedcriticality on multicore), which provides features for mitigating
cache and memory interference, was re-implemented to support
SMT on an SMT-capable multicore platform. The creation of
this new, configurable MC2 variant entailed producing the first
operating-system implementations of several recently proposed
real-time SMT schedulers and tying them together within a
mixed-criticality context. These schedulers introduce new spatialisolation challenges, which required introducing isolation at both
the L2 and L3 cache levels. The efficacy of the resulting MC2
variant is demonstrated via three experimental efforts. The
first involved obtaining execution data using a wide range of
benchmark suites, including TACLeBench, DIS, SD-VBS, and
synthetic microbenchmarks. The second involved conducting a
large-scale overhead-aware schedulability study, parameterized
by the collected benchmark data, to elucidate schedulability
tradeoffs. The third involved experiments involving case-study
task systems. In the schedulability study, the use of SMT proved
capable of increasing platform capacity by an average factor of
1.32. In the case-study experiments, deadline misses of highly
critical tasks were never observed.

Related work. When moving from unicore to multicore platforms in supporting safety-critical applications, the main new
complication that arises is dealing with hardware components
such as caches, memory, buses, etc., that can be sources of
interference when tasks on different cores contend for them.
For a given interference source, two basic options arise: interference due to that source can be eliminated altogether (e.g.,
by using cache-partitioning techniques for shared caches), or
its ill effects can be carefully accounted for when determining
task execution-time bounds. Many nuances arise in applying
these basic options, and the literature exploring these nuances
is now quite extensive [4]–[46].
Historically, the real-time community has paid relatively
little attention to the potential of SMT. However, users in
industry are eager to make more use of SMT; in particular,
multiple developers have expressed interest to the U.S. Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) in using SMT in safety-critical
systems [47]. Motivated by this industrial interest, we have
considered the application of SMT to real-time systems in
three recent papers. In the first of these papers [2], the
effects of SMT on worst-case execution times (WCETs) is
investigated, and it is demonstrated that in a soft real-time

I. I NTRODUCTION
In many safety-critical application domains, a trend is
underway to shift from unicore platforms to multicore ones.
An attractive attribute of multicore platforms in these domains
is the ability to support computationally intensive workloads
within a restricted size, weight, and power (SWaP) envelope.
However, this attribute may come at the price of added
monetary cost. Thus, when multicore platforms are employed,
any waste of processing capacity should be avoided: excessive
waste can necessitate added hardware, increasing cost.
When examining multicore platform choices today, we find
many offerings that provide multiple hardware threads per
core that can execute tasks concurrently. This simultaneous
multithreading (SMT) can enhance computing capacity, but
has been largely eschewed in work on real-time systems
due to concerns that tasks running on the same core may
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context, SMT can improve schedulability by 30% or more.
In the second paper [1], a static (i.e., table-based) scheduling
approach is presented that enables SMT to be used in hard realtime systems. Devising this approach entailed developing a
new form of measurement-based probabilistic timing analysis
(MBPTA) to obtain safe upper bounds on execution times
when SMT is in use.1 In the third paper [3], a priority-based
scheduling method is given for hard real-time systems using
SMT that can be more flexibly applied.
One limitation of these papers is that SMT is the only
potential interference source that is considered. As noted
above, many other interference sources exist on a multicore
platform. Determining how to properly mitigate all such
sources holistically requires sifting through many tradeoffs.
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Contributions. In this paper, we extend prior work on the
usage of SMT in real-time systems by considering systems
with multiple criticality levels and interference sources. We do
this by incorporating support for SMT into a prior open-source
framework called MC2 (mixed-criticality on multicore) [8],
[9], [18], [19], [24], [27]–[29] that provides criticality-aware
isolation mechanisms for mitigating cache and DRAM interference. Our contributions into the effectiveness of SMT in
mixed-criticality systems can be divided into four parts.
First, we extended the existing MC2 framework by porting it from the relatively simple quad-core ARM platform
assumed in prior work to a significantly more capable 16-core
AMD platform. While the prior ARM platform provides no
SMT support and only two cache levels, the AMD platform
allows SMT and has three levels of cache, allowing for more
nuanced scheduling decisions. Using this new platform, we
implemented a novel multi-level cache isolation mechanism
for both the L2 and L3 caches based on Linux’s Non-Uniform
Memory Access (NUMA) system that subsumes and improves
upon prior isolation techniques. To our knowledge, this is the
first work to consider multi-level cache management.
Second, we modified MC2 to enable the usage of SMT
across all criticality levels by leveraging previously proposed
real-time SMT schedulers [1]–[3]. While prior work on these
schedulers focuses on their theoretical properties, we implemented an MC2 scheduler that subsumes these preexisting
SMT scheduling approaches. To our knowledge, we are the
first to implement a scheduler that supports SMT in a mixedcriticality system with hardware-isolation features.
Third, to assess how SMT affects task execution times under
various cache allocations, we undertook extensive benchmarking efforts, the results of which are discussed herein.
Fourth, to understand how SMT impacts schedulability, we
conducted both a large-scale overhead-aware schedulability
study and case-study experiments. In the former, parameter
choices were informed by our benchmark data; in the latter,
such choices were further constrained to align with systems
deemed “hard to schedule” in the schedulability study. In
the schedulability study, we found that, compared to using
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Fig. 1. Diagram of a single core complex on the AMD Ryzen 3950X. Note
that the spacing of caches in this figure is proportional to their documented
latencies and their displayed sizes are proportional to their data capacity.

cache-management techniques alone, allowing SMT increased
schedulable utilization by a factor of 1.32 on average
and over 1.46 in most cases. In the case-study experiments,
no deadline misses of highly critical tasks were ever observed.
Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
After providing necessary background information in Sec. II,
we describe our new MC2 implementation in Sec. III.
In Sec. IV, we discuss the modifications we made to
MC2 ’s scheduling policies to enable SMT. We then present
the results of our benchmark experiments, our overheadaware schedulability study, and our case-study experiments
in Secs. V–VII, respectively. Finally, we conclude in Sec. VIII.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe our task model, hardware
platform, SMT, and mixed-criticality scheduling in MC2 .
A. Task Model
We consider the implicit-deadline sporadic/periodic task
model and assume familiarity with this model, though it
will be extended in later subsections to consider mixed
criticality and SMT. We consider a task system of n tasks
τ = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τn }. The ath job of task τi is denoted τi,a .
The period and execution cost of τi are denoted Ti and Ci ,
respectively. The tardiness of a job τi,a is τi,a ’s completion
time subtracted by its deadline, or 0 if τi,a completes prior to
its deadline. The tardiness of task τi is then the supremum of
the tardiness of its jobs. A task is hard real-time (HRT) if it
requires zero tardiness. Alternatively, a task is soft real-time
(SRT) if it only requires bounded tardiness.
B. Hardware Platform
In this work, we ported MC2 from the previously considered
quad-core ARM machine to a more sophisticated x86-based
platform, the AMD Ryzen 3950X, depicted in Fig. 1. This
new platform choice enables features to be examined such as

1 MBPTA is a family of timing-analysis methods that give probabilistic
upper bounds on WCETs based on sample observed execution times.
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Fig. 3. Scheduling under preexisting MC2 .

for, could lead to inaccurate task execution costs, and hence,
unsafe systems. Second, individual job execution costs will
generally increase, requiring careful balancing of the tradeoffs
between increased throughput and higher individual costs.
We manage the first problem through a novel cache partitioning techniques to isolate SMT-using jobs from one another,
described in Sec. III. We address the second problem via new
scheduling policies described in Sec. IV. It is true that we
cannot perfectly isolate SMT-enabled jobs, but, as already
mentioned in Sec. I, any lack of isolation can be mitigated by
accounting for it, and this is the case with or without SMT.

Fig. 2. Execution of tasks τ1 and τ2 sequentially and with SMT.

higher core counts, SMT, and larger caches shared at multiple
levels. All of these features have been announced in ARM’s
next generation of embedded processors [48].
The 3950X features 16 cores with two hardware threads
each. The cores are equally divided among four core complexes (CCXs). Each CCX has a 16MB L3 cache that is
shared among all cores in the complex. Hardware support for
partitioning L3 caches and memory buses is included. Each
core has a 512KB L2 cache and separate 32KB L1 caches for
instructions and data. L2 and L1 caches are shared between
threads. Caches are coherent across CCXs, but one CCX
cannot initiate cache fills to another CCX. While the previous
MC2 provides DRAM bank isolation, we do not consider that
feature in this paper,2 so we refrain from commenting on
DRAM-related details concerning the 3950X here.

D. Preexisting MC² Framework
The MC2 scheduler is implemented as a plugin to the
LITMUSRT kernel [52]–[54], a patch to Linux that eases the
process of implementing real-time schedulers for research
purposes. MC2 employs a mixed-criticality task model
following Vestal [55], with three criticality levels, A, B, and
C. (There is an additional Level D for best-effort workloads,
but we omit it here as it provides no real-time guarantees.)
Level A consists of tasks where the consequences of failure
would be catastrophic, Level B consists of tasks where any
failure is hazardous, and Level C consists of tasks where
failure is less severe. As such, Level-A and -B tasks are
HRT while Level-C tasks are SRT. We use nL to denote the
number of tasks at Level L (A, B, or C).

C. SMT Overview
Modern computing cores use instruction-level parallelism
within jobs to execute multiple instructions per cycle. Enabling
SMT takes this behavior further by allowing multiple jobs
to execute instructions within a single cycle. An overview
is given in Fig. 2 and Ex. 1 below, both of which closely
follow explanations in [1], [3]. Further information on the
fundamentals of SMT can be found in the work of Eggers
et al. [49]. For a detailed discussion of factors that can affect
SMT execution in practice, see [50], [51].

Scheduling in MC2 . Fig. 3 depicts the preexisting hierarchical
MC2 scheduler on its original four-core platform. This
scheduler statically prioritizes higher-criticality levels over
lower ones. Each level employs its own internal scheduler
depending on the real-time requirements at that level. Level-A
and -B tasks, which are HRT, are respectively scheduled via a
table-driven cyclic executive (CE) and rate monotonic (RM)
scheduler. Such tasks are partitioned onto cores. Level-C tasks,
which are SRT, are scheduled via a global earliest-deadlinefirst (GEDF) scheduler. Interrupts are redirected to Core 0
and are serviced at a higher priority than all tasks on this core.

Example 1. At the top of Fig. 2, jobs of tasks τ1 (darker) and
τ2 (lighter) execute sequentially without SMT on a core that
can accept two instructions per cycle. When fewer than two
instructions are ready, as in cycles 3 through 5, cycles are
wasted. τ1 finishes at the end of 6 cycles and τ2 at the end of
12. In the bottom half of the figure, the same jobs employ SMT
to execute in parallel. This reduces the number of lost cycles.
τ1 finishes after 8 cycles and τ2 after 10. SMT thus delays the
completion of τ1 , but speeds up the completion of τ2 since it
must not wait for τ1 before beginning its own execution. J

Period restrictions. To simplify schedulability analysis, it is
assumed in prior MC2 works that Level-A and -B tasks are
released synchronously and periodically and that all periods
of such tasks on each core are harmonic. Also, it is assumed
that the hyperperiod of all Level-A tasks on any core evenly
divides the period of any Level-B task on that core. These
assumptions simplify the schedulability analysis of Level-B
tasks, which are scheduled by RM. Such assumptions are

SMT’s potential is obvious: more work can be done in less
time. For real-time systems, the downside is two-fold. First,
the presence of an additional job on the same core introduces
new sources of interference that, if not carefully accounted
2 In prior work on MC2 , cache management was seen to have a much greater
impact than providing DRAM bank isolation. Moreover, when introducing
SMT, cache-related issues are much more of a concern.
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unneeded for Level-C tasks, which are statically prioritized
below Level-B tasks. As such, Level-C tasks may be sporadic
and need not be harmonic with respect to other tasks.
Mixed-criticality analysis. In line with the seminal work
by Vestal [55], each task is assigned a distinct provisioned
execution time (PET) at each of Levels A, B, and C. A PET
represents an upper bound on the execution cost of a task
under a level of pessimism that increases with higher criticality
levels. This reflects that the consequences of failure depend on
the criticality of the failing task. In prior MC2 work, LevelA, -B, and -C PETs are, respectively, inflated worst-case,
worst-case, and average-case execution times. We use PETL
i
to denote the Level-L PET of task τi , and PETi to denote τi ’s
PET at its own criticality level. For each PET, a task has a
PETL
i
corresponding utilization, uL
i = Ti . References to different
per-level PETs below also imply different utilizations.
Schedulability is determined for each criticality level. At
Level A, it is sufficient that Level-A tasks meet their required
real-time guarantees so long as no job of a Level-A task
exceeds its Level-A PET. At Level B, it is sufficient that
Level-A and -B tasks meet their guarantees when no Level-A
or -B jobs violate their Level-B PETs. Finally, at Level C,
all tasks must meet their guarantees under Level-C PETs. If
the system is schedulable for each criticality level, then the
system as a whole is schedulable.

Fig. 4. Example LLC cache partitioning from prior MC2 work.

Adding SMT to MC2 . Allowing SMT requires altering our
task model. For Levels A and B, we allow SMT only via the
simultaneous co-scheduling of all jobs of a given pair of tasks.
(Recall that the 3950X has two threads per core.)
Def. 1. [1] Two jobs are simultaneously co-scheduled if both
begin execution simultaneously on the same core, and after
one job completes, no other job executes simultaneously with
the remaining job. We let τi.a:j.b denote the simultaneously
co-scheduled jobs τi.a and τj.b . J
Simultaneously co-scheduled jobs require their own definitions for PETs.
Def. 2. [1] The joint PET to simultaneously execute jobs of
τi and τj , denoted by PETi:j , is defined as the execution time
for both jobs assuming they begin simultaneously. In Fig. 2,
the joint PET of τ1 and τ2 is given by PET1:2 = 10. If i = j,
then PETi:j = PETi , indicating solo execution for τi . J

Cache partitioning. In the preexisting MC2 framework, crosscore interference caused by concurrently executing tasks is
reduced by providing spatial isolation to high-criticality tasks.
This often reduces to partitioning shared hardware resources,
with one of the most thoroughly considered resources being
shared caches. The LLC (last-level cache) in prior MC2 work,
and our work, is set-associative, meaning there is a manyto-one mapping of physical addresses to each cache set of
16 cache lines. By managing the physical addresses used by
any task (“coloring”), we can control the cache sets it uses.
Additionally, we can control the specific cache lines (“ways”)
each core uses inside any set via a per-core mask.
The old MC2 platform allowed for 16 cache colors [56] and
16 cache ways. Fig. 4 depicts the default cache partitioning
considered in most prior work on MC2 . As shown, Level-A/B
tasks on each core receive disjoint cache colors, and disjoint
ways relative to Level-C tasks and the operating system (OS).
This prevents Level-A/B tasks on one core from evicting any
cache lines of Level-A/B tasks on other cores. It also prevents
Level-C tasks or the OS from evicting Level-A/B cache lines.
As reducing the amount of cache available to a task will
increase its execution time, the partition sizes in Fig. 4 have a
significant impact on system schedulability. As such, a major
component of prior MC2 frameworks is a mixed-integer linear
program (MILP) that resizes these partitions (by adjusting
the dashed lines) to find a partitioning of the cache that
results in a schedulable system. Due to constraints detailed in
Sec. III-A, we only consider allocating LLC space by way,
rather than using a scheme like that in Fig. 4.

For Level-C tasks, where less precise PETs may be acceptable, we simply give each task an additional PET to account
for SMT being in use, without considering what other task may
be sharing the same core. We denote the PET of a Level-C
task τi by PET∗i when SMT is in use. Note that, when referring
to Level-C tasks, there is never a need to refer to Level-A or
-B PETs. Also, all PETs, regardless of the assumed criticality
level, will depend on how cache space is allocated.
E. Determining PETs
To determine per-criticality-level PETs, we follow the same
measurement-based approach used in prior work on MC2 [8],
[9], [18], [19], [24], [27]–[29]. Specifically, we determine
a task’s Level-B (resp., Level-C) PET by measuring its
worst-case (resp., average-case) execution cost. We determine
Level-A PETs by applying a 50% inflation factor to Level-B
PETs. Such inflation is consistent with industry practice as
reported by Vestal [55]. We derive joint PETs using methods
given in [1], which are discussed in Sec. V-B in detail.
III. I MPLEMENTING I SOLATION WITH T HREADING
To use our new hardware platform, we ported the existing
open-source ARM-based MC2 framework to our x86 3950X
platform. This effort required addressing two challenges. First,
to adapt and extend the spatial isolation in the preexisting MC2
to match our platform’s capabalities, we had to modify MC2
to partition both our platform’s per-core L2 and per-CCX L3
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freeing unused memblocks to the buddy allocator, setting up its
stack with pages from the buddy allocator, jumping to that new
stack, and then freeing all the remaining data in the memblock
allocator to the buddy allocator. Note that this process sends
every page in the system through the buddy allocator page
free function before it gets used permanently.
Linux also can “fake” a NUMA system of n nodes, even
when the system has one memory controller, by splitting
physical memory into n blocks and assigning one block to
each fake NUMA node. From userspace and most of the
kernel, these nodes are indistinguishable from the real ones.
By creating fake NUMA nodes for each of our memory
colors and modifying the aforementioned page free function
to be color-aware (make it return pages not to the requested
node, but to the node that we know matches its color), we implement a remarkably simple yet completely holistic coloring
implementation. This allows kernel, driver, and task data to all
be easily moved between or interleaved across colors simply
by using the existing NUMA management facilities.
Our new implementation has several benefits. First, we only
needed to modify 23 lines of code to implement coloring.
Second, a simpler implementation has also reduced the likelihood of bugs.3 Finally, as coloring is implemented via the
NUMA system, the interface to the NUMA system provides
a convenient and efficient method for configuring coloring.
This advantage is desirable for systems that require isolation
while interacting with memory dynamically, which we hope
to explore in future work. Other works [58], [59] have also
used fake NUMA nodes; however, not for cache coloring.

1 way, 1 color
for thread 1 on
core 0

3 ways, 1 color
for thread 0 on
core 0

Level-C tasks
are uncolored

Fig. 5. Example of an asymmetrical cache allocation on a CCX in our system.

caches by ways and sets. We did this using a novel NUMAbased approach that subsumes and improves prior isolation
techniques. Second, we needed to use our cache-partitioning
techniques to provide isolation between threads. Providing
this isolation simultaneously within multiple levels of cache
introduces complexities not considered in the preexisting MC2 .
In total, our porting effort involved modifying or adding
3,000 lines of code in MC2 , as well as reverse-engineering
efforts to deduce how caches are mapped on our platform.
In the following subsections, we describe how we partition
multiple levels of caches and enable isolation between threads.
A. Partitioning the L3
As shown in Fig. 5, we can partition the L3 cache on our
platform via sets and ways, like the shared L2 cache in the
preexisting MC2 . Way-based partitioning is straightforward,
as we can use AMD’s QoS extensions to allocate ways
analogously to the lockdown registers used previously [57].
Cache coloring is also aided by the fact that the 3950X linearly
maps addresses to cache sets. We confirmed that our platform
employs such a linear mapping via micro-benchmarks.
Our cache-coloring implementation provides colors by
modifying Linux’s NUMA system, which is typically used
when physical memory is divided among different nodes
with different access times. This differs from the prior MC2
and other works that consider cache coloring under Linux,
which typically implement colors by modifying Linux’s
buddy allocator. At a high level, both approaches implement
colors by dividing physical pages into groups such that the
cache sets mapped from pages in one group are disjoint from
sets mapped from other groups. Our coloring implementation
is simpler because the NUMA system contains preexisting
functionality for dividing memory using logical nodes.

B. SMT and Hierarchical Caches
Per-core caches were not a concern in the old MC2 , as a
core only permitted a single thread of execution. With SMT on
our platform, threads on the same core may evict each other’s
cache lines if not isolated from one another within the per-core
L2 caches. Thus, we must provide isolation within the per-core
L2 caches and the per-CCX L3 caches simultaneously.
We could partition L3 caches on our platform using similar
mechanisms to the LLC cache of the old MC2 , however, this
would inhibit per-core L2 partitioning. Our L2 cache has no
facility for way-based partitioning, so it must be colored—an
operation that also maps into the L3 cache. Thus, any coloring
decision in the L2 cache will also apply to the L3 cache. This
reduces the number of potential cache partitions that can be
considered on our platform.
The number of potential partitions is further reduced when
Linux requests ranges of physically contiguous memory, such
as in drivers for DMA buffers. As the maximum size of
contiguous memory that can be allocated is inversely proportional to the number of cache colors supported, we must limit
this number. Fortunately, we can provide isolation in the L2
caches to threads so long as we support at least two colors,
as shown in Fig. 5. We discuss how our L2 and L3 cacheallocation approaches are integrated holistically in Sec. IV-C.

NUMA-based cache coloring. Linux typically organizes
physical memory into a hierarchical structure of nodes and
zones. Nodes represent independent physical memory controllers on NUMA machines. However, the Linux kernel is not
aware of subtleties like NUMA until it is well into initialization. To address this, the kernel uses the boot-time memblock
allocator until it has parsed the NUMA configuration into
memory nodes and zones. Linux retires this allocator by

3 While porting to the 3950X, we found significant edge-case bugs in the
memory- and cache-management code of the prior MC2 implementation.
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While we do not provide L1 isolation for a core’s two threads,
we account for any L1 interference in our measurement
process for determining PETs, as discussed in Sec. V. In
general, we address SMT inter-thread interference sources
other than L2 caches by either applying temporal partitioning,
thus preventing threads from executing concurrently, or by
accounting for this interference in our measurement process.
We briefly consider other interference sources next.
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C. Other Sources of Interference
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Such sources include DRAM banks and buses, cachecoherence traffic, and peripheral interrupts on our platform.
We account for DRAM bank and bus interference by
measuring PETs in presence of contending tasks running on all
other CCXs in the system. The only sources of interference between different CCXs are cache-coherency traffic and DRAM
traffic. We prohibit tasks from sharing memory between CCXs
and account for OS cache-coherency traffic separately, as in
prior MC2 work. We redirect other OS activities to Core 0,
on which we do not schedule any real-time task. In a real
system, we can account for the delays caused by cacherelated OS interference via overhead-accounting techniques
by Brandenburg [54, pages 230–235]. While we deal with
DRAM- and bus-related interference effects by accounting
for them, an alternative is to introduce isolation mechanisms
for these interference sources as well. In this first work on
using SMT in a mixed-criticality context providing isolation,
we chose not to do this, though we may do so in future work.
We handle interrupts that are not required to schedule tasks
by redirecting all of them to Core 0, which is dedicated to
interrupt processing (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Schedule of (a) Level-A tasks, (b) Level-B tasks in Ex. 2, (c) MC2
scheduling on our new platform, and (d) schedule of Level-C tasks in Ex. 2.

Note that timer interrupts and inter-processor interrupts (IPIs)
needed to trigger the scheduler occur on each core, and these
are included in our overhead accounting.
Resource allocation under prior MC2 frameworks has included a task-to-core partitioning step (see Levels A and B in
Fig. 3) followed by a cache-partitioning step (see Fig. 4). Our
modified framework follows this paradigm, though we made
changes due to SMT and the grouping of cores into CCXs.
We begin by describing our modified partitioning step.

IV. S CHEDULING AND PARTITIONING WITH SMT
In this section, we describe modifications we made to
MC2 ’s scheduler to enable SMT on our new hardware
platform. This entailed addressing three key challenges. First,
we needed to ensure predictable co-scheduling of Level-A
and -B jobs per Def. 1. Second, we wanted to enable tasks
that can benefit from SMT to use it, while still allowing other
tasks to execute without SMT. Third, our AMD platform
has many more cores than the prior ARM platform, which
motivated us to add support for clustered (rather than global)
scheduling at Level C.

A. Partitioning Level-A and -B Tasks
To make use of threading for Level-A tasks, we must
reconcile the potential interference effects caused by threading
with MC2 ’s goal of reducing interference for high-criticality
tasks. Following our previous work [3], we accomplish this by
requiring that any Level-A task is simultaneously co-scheduled
(Def. 1) with the jobs of at most one other Level-A task with
the same period.4 Thus, any threaded Level-A task is only ever
interfered with via SMT by its co-scheduled task, making it
much simpler to consider such tasks under Level-A pessimism.
Extending the terminology used for jobs in Defs. 1 and 2,
we refer to such co-scheduled tasks as “paired tasks” and to
any unpaired Level-A tasks as “solo tasks.” We denote two
paired tasks τi and τj by τi:j . Note that, as our co-scheduling
restrictions prevent an idle thread from executing any workload
while its corresponding other thread executes a Level-A task,

Modified MC2 scheduler. Our modified hierarchical MC2
scheduler for two CCXs is depicted in Fig. 6(c). The remaining
CCXs are omitted due to redundancy. While the preexisting
MC2 schedules Level-C tasks by GEDF, we schedule them
by clustered EDF (CEDF). We discuss this in Sec. IV-B in
detail. Note from Fig. 6(c) that we have chosen not to schedule
real-time tasks on Core 0, which is responsible for processing interrupts. This differs from the preexisting MC2 . We
have chosen this because scheduling on this core introduces
overhead-accounting complexities that are orthogonal to the
issue of whether SMT improves schedulability under MC2 .
Also, the loss of a single core’s capacity is less substantial on
our 16-core platform than the previous quad-core platform.

4 In
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many safety-critical domains, only a few period choices are used.

from an analysis point of view, two paired tasks are similar to
a logical solo task with period equal to the pair’s shared period
and execution cost equal to the joint cost of the paired tasks.
Thus, we can partition the paired tasks identically to solo tasks.
We partition Level-A tasks by worst-fit and schedule them by
a CE scheduler, as in prior MC2 work.
This leaves the question of how to decide which tasks
are paired. We make this decision using an integer linear
program (ILP) that seeks to minimize total utilization while
not creating paired tasks with excessively high utilization. This
ILP is virtually identical to one we presented previously in
[3]. The primary difference is that, while we required in [3]
only that paired tasks have utilizations not exceeding 1.0, we
now consider this utilization cap as a tunable parameter in our
framework. In preliminary experiments, we compared using
1.0, 0.75, and 0.5 for this value and found that 0.5 generally
gave the best results. The experiments discussed in Sec. VI
all use 0.5. Following [1], we also do not consider pairing
tasks with PETs differing by 10× or more. When making
these initial task-pairing decisions, we use task utilizations
with respect to Level-A PETs under full cache allocations.
This is necessary because cache partition sizes are undecided
by this stage of the framework.

Second, we would like to support Level-C tasks that execute
both alone (i.e., solo tasks) and as threads (i.e., threaded
tasks). If we required all Level-C tasks to be threaded, pertask utilizations may increase to the point that the system
is unschedulable. As schedulability analysis does not exist
for situations where both threaded and solo tasks contend
for the same cores, the set of solo Level-C tasks must be
partitioned away from the set of threaded Level-C tasks. A
similar approach was used in our prior work [2].
We designate a Level-C task as threaded if doing so is expected to reduce total system utilization, so long as its threaded
task utilization does not exceed a tunable cap. Otherwise, we
designate the task as a solo task.
After deciding which Level-C tasks are threaded, we partition the set of cores into clusters (see Fig. 6(c)) and schedule
Level-C tasks on these clusters via CEDF. We require that each
such cluster contains either only solo tasks or only threaded
tasks (thereby separating these two task types) and that clusters
do not cross CCX boundaries (thereby preventing Level-C
tasks from migrating outside of a CCX). We refer to clusters
that contain only solo (resp., threaded) tasks as solo (resp.,
threaded) clusters. We partition the cores into clusters by first
designating each core as either solo or threaded in proportion
to the total utilization of tasks per category, and then grouping
cores into clusters so that at most one CCX contains both
a solo and a threaded cluster. We assign tasks to clusters
using a heuristic loosely based on the worst-fit decreasing
heuristic, in which we consider the solo (resp., threaded) tasks
in decreasing order of utilization and assign each task to
the solo (resp., threaded) cluster with the maximum possible
remaining capacity while maintaining Level-C schedulability.

Example 2. Consider three Level-A tasks τ1 , τ2 , and τ3 with
periods 6, 6, and 12, respectively. Assume that τ1:2 and τ3
become a paired task and a solo task, respectively, and are
assigned to Core 4. Fig. 6(a) depicts a possible CE schedule of
τ1:2 and τ3 on Core 4 up to time 15. Thread 9 is idle during the
intervals [1, 2) and [2, 3) due to the co-scheduling restriction
of paired tasks and τ3 being a solo task, respectively. J
Similar to Level-A tasks, we require each Level-B task to
be simultaneously co-scheduled with at most one other LevelB task with the same period. We decide the Level-B tasks
pairings using the same ILP as for Level A. We partition
Level-B tasks after partitioning Level-A tasks using the same
methodology used for partitioning Level-A tasks with two
differences. First, we consider task utilizations with respect
to Level-B PETs. Second, we reduce the initial capacity of
each core by the total utilization of the Level-A tasks already
partitioned on that core.

Example 2 (cont’d). Suppose Level-C tasks τ7 , τ8 , τ9 , and
τ10 are designated as threaded tasks and are assigned to (the
threaded) Cluster 1 in Fig. 6(c). A CEDF schedule of these
tasks is shown in Fig. 6(d). Job τ8,1 is preempted by the higherpriority job τ9,1 on Core 5 and later resumes on Core 4. Note
that there is no co-scheduling restriction here: both τ8,1 and
τ9,1 execute on Thread 11 while τ7,1 executes on Thread 10.
Note that if Cluster 2 is designated as a solo cluster, then
scheduling within it would be similar, except that only one
Level-C task would execute on a given core at a time.

Example 2 (cont’d). Suppose Level-B tasks τ4 and τ5:6 with
periods 12 and 24, respectively, are assigned to Core 4.
Fig. 6(b) shows an RM schedule for these tasks. J

C. Cache Allocation and Overheads
After making all threading-, core-, and cluster-assignment
decisions, we allocate ways of each CCX’s L3 cache on a
per-core basis for Level-A/B tasks and a per-CCX basis for
Level-C tasks. Each of these ways allocated to a core running
Level-A/B tasks is further subdivided between the two threads
on that core by cache coloring. As discussed in Sec. III-B, this
partitions both threads from each other in the core-local L2
cache. An example cache partitioning is depicted in Fig. 5.
We determine cache partition sizes using a prior MC2
MILP by Chisholm et al. [9]. The decision variables of this
MILP are the number of cache ways to allocate to each core,
and the Level-C partition. The objective of this MILP is to

B. Scheduling Level-C Tasks
As Level C is of lower criticality than Levels A and B,
we do not impose co-scheduling restrictions on Level-C tasks
that execute as threads. Such tasks are scheduled via EDF and
allowed to migrate, as in prior MC2 work. Level-C tasks in
prior MC2 work were scheduled globally across all cores, and
thus, did not require any partitioning. This is undesirable under
our new platform for two reasons. First, we wish to restrict
migrations of Level-C tasks such that they remain within a
CCX, thereby allowing them to maintain L3 cache locality.
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minimize the total Level-C utilization of the task system while
satisfying the schedulability conditions of all criticality levels;
these conditions are covered in Sec. IV-D. In applying these
conditions, we account for the following overhead sources:
cache-related delays due to preemptions and migrations, job
release costs and latencies, IPIs, scheduling costs, and contextswitch costs. We account for cache-related delays and overheads due to interactions between different criticality levels as
done in [19], and use techniques from Brandenburg [54]5 for
all other overheads. In addition to the overheads mentioned
above, paired Level-A and -B tasks incur an additional IPI as
they dispatch two, rather than one, tasks at a time. We include
this IPI in our overhead accounting.
The L3 cache-isolation techniques described in Sec. III
could potentially be used to allocate an asymmetric number of
ways to two threads on the same core without compromising
any isolation guarantees. This is the case in Fig. 5, where
Thread 0 is allocated three ways while Thread 1 is allocated
one, even though both threads are located on the same core.
The cache partitions possible with asymmetric cache allocation
subsume the partition options considered by the MILP in
the prior paragraph; however, asymmetric allocations break
fundamental assumptions of our optimization framework, resulting in potentially safe cache allocations being deemed
unschedulable. As such, we do not consider asymmetric cache
allocations and defer exploration of this issue to future work.

(2m − 1)h + H2m−1 + 2

V. B ENCHMARK E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we report on the results of benchmark experiments that show how tasks running with SMT are influenced
by cache effects and how PETs differ across criticality levels.
Results from these experiments are used to inform the choices
of variables used in our schedulability study. The code and
instructions for all our experiments is available online.6
A. Benchmark Selection
In performing our benchmark experiments, we utilized the
TACLeBench sequential benchmarks [61] (“TACLe”), the DIS
Stressmark suite [62] (“DIS“), and the San Diego Vision
Benchmark suite [63] (“SD-VBS“). The TACLe benchmarks
emulate tasks common to embedded systems. Their runtimes
and working-set sizes (WSSs) are small. The DIS benchmarks
perform data-intensive functions such as matrix multiplication
or image processing with configurable runtimes and WSSs.
The SD-VBS benchmarks consist of both computational and
data-intensive programs that emulate computer-vision applications. Their runtimes and WSSs vary depending on input
size. We explored the behavior of SMT in MC2 across a wide
variety of cache allocations and memory usages, generating
over 200GB of timing data.7
All results use sample sizes of at least 1,000 and, where
configurable, use a WSS of 2MB unless otherwise noted. All
experiments were run concurrently with contending synthetic
tasks using preexisting techniques [19] to continually generate
read and write requests to DRAM. Tasks were also executed
in an environment designed to minimize scheduling noise.8

Schedulability analysis under MC2 at Levels A and B is
largely unchanged from that of [9] by introducing SMT; due
to the nature of simultaneous co-scheduling, any paired task
is identical to a solo task from a scheduling perspective.
Schedulability analysis at Level C is altered. In order to
apply preexisting MC2 schedulability analysis to a threaded
Level-C cluster, each thread must be viewed as its own “core”
from the perspective of the analysis. Consider a cluster of
C
C
) denote the total Level-C
(resp., UB,p
m cores. Let UA,p
utilization of all paired and solo tasks on core p at Level-A
(resp., -B). Let h, Hk , and UCC denote the largest, the sum of
the min(k, nC ) largest, and the sum of all utilizations of LevelC tasks. From [60], without Level-C threading, the Level-C
schedulability condition for tasks in this cluster is
m
X

B. SMT and Multi-Level Cache Isolation
As described earlier, the L2 cache on our test platform is
shared by two threads on the same core. This introduces a
source of interference that can have a significant impact on the
execution times of both threads. Further, the threads executing
on all four cores of a CCX share the same L3 cache, another
source of interference. In this subsection, we examine how
cache isolation affects the benefits of SMT.
We previously gave a metric, Mi:j , to quantify the benefit
of SMT [1]. Here, we apply Mi:j to Levels A and B. Under a
given cache allocation scheme, Mi:j satisfies PETi:j = PETi +
PETi:j −PETi
. If Mi:j < 1, then pairing τi
Mi:j ·PETj , or Mi:j =
PETj
and τj under that cache allocation scheme may be beneficial
as their joint cost is less than the sum of their solo costs.
If Mi:j ≥ 1, then pairing them is not beneficial. Note that,
smaller Mi:j values indicate larger SMT benefits.
Recall from Sec. II that Level-C tasks do not employ simultaneous co-scheduling. Thus, to quantify SMT at Level C, we


C
C
UA,p
+ UB,p
≤m

p=1

(m − 1)h + Hm−1 +

m
X


C
C
UA,p
+ UB,p
< m.

p=1

With Level-C threading, we effectively double the core
count from the perspective of the analysis, so this becomes
UCC + 2

m
X


C
C
UA,p
+ UB,p
< 2m.

p=1

D. Schedulability under MC² with SMT

UCC +

m
X


C
C
UA,p
+ UB,p
≤ 2m

6 See

the artifact link on https://www.cs.unc.edu/∼anderson/papers.html.
our online appendix for full benchmark information and tables of
supplemental results: https://www.cs.unc.edu/∼anderson/papers.html
8 Specifically, we use sched_yield() and wbinvd between samples
and Linux’s nohz_full, isolcpus, and irqaffinity cmdline params.

p=1

7 See

5 For overhead-accounting details, see [54, pages 219–259]; for a summary,
see [54, pages 261–263].
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TACLe

DIS

SD-VBS

Config
No Cache Iso.
L3 Isolation
L2 + L3 Iso.
No Cache Iso.
L3 Isolation
L2 + L3 Iso.
No Cache Iso.
L3 Isolation
L2 + L3 Iso.

Mean Mi:j
∈ (0, 1]
0.41
0.40
0.40
0.31
0.30
0.34
0.52
0.56
0.52

Mi:j < 1
85%
83%
85%
100%
100%
100%
95%
97%
95%

Coeff.
Var.
0.59
0.59
0.53
0.57
0.66
0.59
0.37
0.25
0.33
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use a simpler Mi value that represents the maximum slowdown
PET∗
to τi when using SMT. Specifically, we define Mi = PETii ,
where PET∗i is as defined immediately after Def. 2.
To calculate Mi:j , we measured PETs for all benchmark
tasks and SMT combinations for three different configurations:
no cache isolation, L3 isolation, and both L2 and L3 isolation.
For L3 isolation, we allocated each task eight L3 cache ways,
while for both L2 and L3 isolation, we allocated each task
16 L3 ways and half of the L2 colors, hence half of the
L3 colors as well—refer again to Fig. 5. Note that, in both
configurations, the total available L3 cache space is the same
(we consider more restricted allocations later). We computed
Mi values (which pertain to Level C) similarly, but did not
assume any cache isolation (as Level-C tasks are provided no
cache isolation from one another).
Table I summarizes the Mi:j values we recorded for each
benchmark suite and configuration by giving the frequency
with which we saw Mi:j < 1—i.e., the percentage of task
pairs that benefit from SMT—and the mean of Mi:j values in
the range (0, 1]—which provides a sense of the typical extent
of improvement when there was improvement. We also include
the mean of per-task-pair coefficients of variation (CV).9 As an
example, the row in bold indicates that, with both L2 and L3
isolation, all DIS task pairs benefit from SMT, with a typical
per-pair Mi:j value of 0.34 (recall that a smaller Mi:j value
indicates a higher benefit). Our full tables of both Mi:j values
and Mi values (which are not summarized here) are online.7
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6
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Fig. 7. DIS task execution times with a 4MB WSS as a function of allocated
L3 cache space. The 3D inset shows corresponding data for the matrix
benchmark for different WSSs.

unit interference rather than cache interference, and suggests
that prior SMT effectiveness findings are valid even after cache
isolation is added for predictability.
C. Performance Effects of Cache Allocations
While cache isolation reduces interference, it decreases the
maximum amount of cache available to a task. In the previous
subsection, we considered the impacts of reduced interference,
and here we consider the downsides of reduced cache space.
Such downsides have been well-studied in prior work (e.g.,
see [9], [64]). Nonetheless, as our schedulability study in
Sec. VI relies on execution-time and overhead measurements
taken on our hardware platform, we conducted new experiments to assess the impacts of cache-space limits. We note
also that such impacts have not been considered before in a
system with dual L2/L3 cache management.
To investigate these impacts, we measured the execution
times of all the DIS benchmarks in all WSS configurations
for all potential L3 way allocations. We also used coloring to
allocate half of the L2 cache. As a result, the L2 cache space
was halved to 256KB and each allocated L3 way was halved
to a 512KB half-way. We collected an extensive amount of
data, most of which is available in our online appendix.7 A
sample of this data is given in Fig. 7, which depicts a 2D
graph with a 3D inset. The 3D inset plots execution times for
the matrix benchmark (y axis) as a function of the number
of available L3 half-ways (x axis) and WSS (z axis). The 2D
graph shows a slice of the 3D graph for all benchmarks at a
WSS of 4MB.

Obs. 1. SMT is beneficial, even without any spatial isolation.
This can be observed from Table I. Even without providing
any cache isolation, we found the percentage of task pairs that
benefit from SMT to be at least 85% (row 1, Table I), and the
mean Mi:j values of such tasks to be at most 0.52 (row 7).

Obs. 3. With respect to allocated L3 cache space, tasks tend to
fall into three categories: no sensitivity, moderate sensitivity,
and high sensitivity.

Obs. 2. Cache isolation minimally impacts SMT effectiveness.
Columns 2 and 3 of Table I show this for each benchmark
suite. This indicates that if a task uses a fixed-size exclusive
partition of the L2 and L3 cache, no matter if it is paired
or not, the cost of enabling SMT by adding a sibling task
remains approximately the same. This implies that most of the
slowdown attributed to SMT in prior work is due to execution
9 The

matrix
transitive
neighborhood
pointer
update
field

20
0

4

Execution time multiplier

TABLE I
SMT E FFECTIVENESS AT L EVELS A AND B

In Fig. 7, field exhibits no sensitivity (it tends to maintain
L2 cache affinity), update and pointer exhibit moderate
sensitivity, and the other benchmarks exhibit high sensitivity.
VI. S CHEDULABILITY S TUDY
To assess the benefits of adding SMT to MC2 in a
holistic sense, we conducted a large-scale overhead-aware

coefficient of variation is the standard deviation divided by the mean.
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differences between synthetic PETs and corresponding
benchmark measurements.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS U SED IN S CHEDULABILITY S TUDIES
Param.
Crit.
Util. %
Task
Util.
Period
(ms)

WSS (MB)
Cache Sens.
SMT
Effect.

Config.
C-Heavy
AB-Mod.
Light
Medium
Heavy
Many
Short
Contrast
Long
Default
Default
DIS
TACLe
SD-VBS
TACLe+
SD-VBS
Prior

Level A

Level B
Level C
[10,30]
[50,70]
[35,45]
[10,30]
[.001,.03] [.001,.05]
[.001,.1]
[.02,.1]
[.05,.2]
[.1,.4]
[.1,.2]
[.2,.4]
[.4,.6]
{5,10,20} {20,40,80,160} [10,100]
{3,6}
{6,12}
[3,33]
{3,6}
{96,192}
[10,100]
{48,96}
{96,192}
[50,500]
h2.0, 2.0, .0032i
{1.16,2.95,15.68}
.00,h.34, .20, .01i
h1.60, .54, 1i
.15,h.40, .21, .01i
h1.79, .32, 1i
.05,h.52, .17, .01i
h1.72, .13, 1i
.15,h.40, .21, .01i

h1.72, .13, 1i

.20,h.60, .07, .01i

h1.80, .10, 1i

Evaluation methodology. We considered three schemes:
Solo, which disallows threading (as in the preexisting MC2
framework), Threaded, which threads tasks as per Sec. IV,
and Solo+Threaded, which deems systems schedulable
whenever either Solo or Threaded does so. These schemes
have been sufficient to produce a rich set of observations
from our schedulability study, though the consideration of
alternative SMT-aware schemes would be useful in the future.
We considered both eight- and 16-core variants of our
3950X platform (two CCXs or four), and evaluated all scenarios for both variants. Our 16-core findings reinforce our
eight-core findings, so we omit them here in favor of our online
appendix.7 In total, we considered 120 eight-core scenarios.
For each scenario, scheme, and system utilization (from 0.5
to 1.5 times the core count), we measured the fraction of
schedulable task systems within ±5% with 95% confidence.
This took over 5,000 CPU hours (more than six CPU months).
For each scenario, we generated a schedulability graph indicating how the fraction of schedulable task systems varies per
scheme (Solo+Threaded is not pictured as it is implicit from
the other schemes). Graphs that highlight our observations are
presented in Figs. 8-11 (additional graphs are online).7 Note
that system utilizations are graphed under Level-A pessimism
and the usage of threading, so systems with utilization greater
than the core count may be deemed schedulable.
To consider our schemes quantitatively, we use Schedulable
Utilization Areas (SUAs). For a single scenario, the SUA of
a scheme is the area under its curve in the corresponding
schedulability graph. This area is computed by the trapezoid
rule. The SUA for a set of multiple scenarios is then the
arithmetic mean of the SUAs of each scenario.

[a, b] denotes a uniform distribution; hµ, σ, ⊥i denotes a normal distribution centered at µ with standard deviation σ, where values less than
⊥ are replaced with ⊥ to prevent nonsensical (i.e., negative) values;
{E} denotes a random choice from the elements of set E.

schedulability study. In such a study, a large number of
synthetic task systems are generated and their schedulability
tested under different schemes. Schemes can represent
different choices of analysis, heuristics, and hardware
features (e.g., SMT) that impact schedulability. Such studies
elucidate which schemes generally improve schedulability by
aggregating the results of many task systems.
Synthetic task generation. Our schedulability-study framework is based on the open-source framework used by prior
MC2 projects found at [52]. Many of the initial steps taken in
the task-generation process here are documented extensively
in prior MC2 works [8], [9], [18], [19], [24], [27]–[29].
Task generation is informed by the distributions in Table II.
Some parameters listed here have different configuration
options. Of particular relevance to our study are the Cache
Sensitivity and SMT Effectiveness parameters. Cache
Sensitivity determines how much the Level-A PET of each
task inflates when given no L3 cache allocation. SMT
Effectiveness gives Mi:j values at Levels A and B, and
Mi values at Level C. The distribution options for these
parameters are based on the benchmark data shown in Fig. 7
and in Table I. A scenario is a selection of configuration for
each parameter; considering different scenarios allows us to
examine task-system-related tradeoffs. The detailed steps of
the task-generation process are in Appendix A.

Results and observations. We now provide several observations that follow from the totality of our collected data. We
illustrate these observations using the plots in Figs. 8-10.
Obs. 4. Over all scenarios, the SUA of Solo+Threaded is
32% greater than that of Solo.
A near-average scenario is shown in Fig. 8. The magnitude
of this improvement is greater than that in prior work on
SMT [3], which reported SUA improvements of around 19%.
We believe this additional improvement is due to this prior
work not considering overheads. While overheads clearly
impact the schedulability of systems with or without SMT, the
task-pairing heuristic we use to apply threading to Levels A
and B effectively reduces the number of tasks to be scheduled,
thereby reducing the corresponding scheduling overheads.

Assumptions. Models of synthetic tasks on multicore
platforms inevitably require simplifying assumptions. For
example, prior MC2 schedulability studies have made
assumptions about task interdependencies [8] and bufferaccess patterns [29]. During task generation, we assumed that
Cache Sensitivity and SMT Effectiveness are independent.
In reality, a task’s memory-access pattern affects both
Cache Sensitivity and SMT Effectiveness (e.g., via memory
stalls). From the data we have observed, ignoring such
interdependencies in task generation does not cause large

Obs. 5. In most scenarios, the SUA of Solo+Threaded is
46% greater than that of Solo.
This is backed by Fig. 9, where Threaded gives an SUA
improvement of 46%. The SUA of Threaded is at least
46% greater than that of Solo in 55% of all scenarios.
The DIS SMT Effectiveness distribution, as used in Fig. 9,
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1.0

is beneficial to Threaded as the distribution has smaller
SMT Effectiveness values than the others. Having light pertask utilizations and AB-moderate period distributions, like in
Fig. 9, are additionally beneficial to Threaded. Since tasks
with light utilizations are unlikely to exceed the framework’s
cap on threaded utilizations, light per-task utilizations afford
more opportunities for using SMT, and the aforementioned
reduction in overhead increases as more tasks are threaded.
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Schedulability

0.8
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0.4
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Obs. 6. In some scenarios, the SUA of Threaded is less than
that of Solo.
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This is backed by Fig. 10, where Threaded gives a 10%
reduction in SUA compared to Solo. Threaded has lower
SUA than Solo in only 2.5% of all scenarios. Threaded is
less effective for systems with high SMT Effectiveness, as with
the Prior SMT Effectiveness distribution in 10. Threaded also
tends to be less effective for the C-Heavy criticality distribution compared to the AB-moderate criticality distribution. This
may because of the increased per-task utilizations which are
penalized by our Level-C schedulability conditions.
Overall, SMT shows great promise for increasing the set
of schedulable task systems on hardware that supports it;
however, care must be taken such that SMT is not used in
situations like those in Obs. 6. To avoid this, more advanced
heuristics must be designed. Rather than just seeking to lower
overall system utilization, such heuristics need to balance this
objective against the fact that doing so may lead to increased
capacity loss. Another option could be employing SMT, or not,
on a per-level basis; perhaps the scenario in Fig. 10 would be
better if SMT were used for Levels A and B, but not C.

Fig. 8. AB-Moderate, Long, Moderate, DIS.
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Fig. 9. AB-Moderate, Long, Light, DIS.
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VII. C ASE S TUDIES

Schedulability

0.8

To validate the safe usage of SMT by our proposed approach
and support the results of our schedulability study, we conducted case-study experiments. We created ten task systems
for the scenario shown in Fig. 11 corresponding to the highest
schedulable-utilization point in the Threaded curve (marked
by lightly-dashed circle). Note that Solo has zero schedulability for this scenario. In each task system, we constructed LevelA and -B tasks from the TACLe benchmarks as representative
of tasks having small runtimes and WSSs, and Level-C tasks
from the SD-VBS benchmarks as representative of tasks with
less-deterministic computations. On average, each task system
has 562, 411, and 88 Level-A, -B, and -C tasks, respectively.
We executed each task system for 60 minutes on both CCXs of
our 3950X platform. Across all task systems, we observed no
deadline misses by Level-A or -B tasks. Surprisingly, we did
not observe deadline misses by the SRT Level-C tasks either.
Across all task systems, 99.65% of the Level-A and -B tasks
were paired, while 100% of the Level-C tasks were threaded.
These results suggest the applicability of our approach to a
real system.
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Fig. 10. C-Heavy, Long, Light, Prior.
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We have presented an extension of the MC2 framework that
enables SMT-aware scheduling at all criticality levels. Intro-

Fig. 11. AB-Moderate, Long, Light, TACLe+SD-VBS.
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ducing this awareness motivated providing dual L2/L3 sharedcache management. Through benchmarking experiments, we
also examined how the use of SMT affects execution times
in the presence of other interference sources. Based on data
from these experiments and measured overheads on our 3950X
platform, we conducted a large-scale overhead-aware schedulability study to assess the effectiveness of using SMT. In this
study, SMT enabled average SUA gains of 32% and typical
gains of over 46%. We reinforced these results by conducting
case-study experiments involving actual running programs.
Due to space limitations, we focused our attention on the
interference-mitigation mechanism shown to be of greatest
impact in the pre-existing MC2 framework, namely sharedcache management. However, the pre-existing MC2 also provides other management features to mitigate interference due
to DRAM conflicts, data sharing, I/O, etc. Future work will examine SMT alongside these features. Additionally, our 3950X
platform enables a richer array of cache and bus-management
options that warrant further consideration.

TABLE III
PARAMETERS U SED IN S CHEDULABILITY S TUDIES
Param.
Crit.
Util. %
Task
Util.
Period
(ms)

WSS (MB)
Cache Sens.
SMT
Effect.

Config.
C-Heavy
AB-Mod.
Light
Medium
Heavy
Many
Short
Contrast
Long
Default
Default
DIS
TACLe
SD-VBS
TACLe+
SD-VBS
Prior

Level A

Level B
Level C
[10,30]
[50,70]
[35,45]
[10,30]
[.001,.03] [.001,.05]
[.001,.1]
[.02,.1]
[.05,.2]
[.1,.4]
[.1,.2]
[.2,.4]
[.4,.6]
{5,10,20} {20,40,80,160} [10,100]
{3,6}
{6,12}
[3,33]
{3,6}
{96,192}
[10,100]
{48,96}
{96,192}
[50,500]
h2.0, 2.0, .0032i
{1.16,2.95,15.68}
.00,h.34, .20, .01i
h1.60, .54, 1i
.15,h.40, .21, .01i
h1.79, .32, 1i
.05,h.52, .17, .01i
h1.72, .13, 1i
.15,h.40, .21, .01i

h1.72, .13, 1i

.20,h.60, .07, .01i

h1.80, .10, 1i

[a, b] denotes a uniform distribution; hµ, σ, ⊥i denotes a normal distribution centered at µ with standard deviation σ, where values less than
⊥ are replaced with ⊥ to prevent nonsensical (i.e., negative) values;
{E} denotes a random choice from the elements of set E.

A PPENDIX A
TASK G ENERATION FOR S CHEDULABILITY S TUDIES

works (but using data points from our measurements) [19].
Such a curve depends on a task’s WSS such that any
allocated cache exceeding its WSS only marginally reduces
its PET. [Suppose τi ’s cache sensitivity is chosen to be 2.95.
A
Then PETA
i (0) = 2.95 · PETi (16) = 2.95 · 1.8 = 5.31ms.
τi ’s WSS is 4.0 MB (four L3 ways), so ∀W ≥ 4 :
A
A
PETA
i (W ) ≈ PETi (16). For all other W , PETi (W ) is
interpolated from these values.]
5) Sample SMT Effectiveness for each task for each level to
determine by how much PETs are inflated when running
as a thread vs. as a solo task. For Levels A and B, a task’s
threaded PET is its solo PET added to M times the PET of
its paired task. Mi = ∞ with probability equal to the fixed
value in the cell in Table III of the current configuration
option. Otherwise, M is drawn from the Normal distribution next to this value. This methodology follows [1], [3].
For Level-C tasks, threaded PETs are equal to solo PETs
multiplied by the value sampled from the corresponding
Normal distribution in Table III. [Consider Level-B task
τj . Then, with probability 0.68, PETL
i:j (W ) = ∞ for W
ways and level L. Otherwise, suppose Mi is sampled to be
L
L
0.4. Then PETL
i:j (W ) = PETi (W ) + 0.4 · PETj (W ).]

We now list the steps for generating a task system τ . To
aid in understanding these steps, we include Table II here with
bolded entries as Table III and walk through an example of a
Level-B task τi ∈ τ being generated corresponding with those
bold configurations. The steps of this example are given in
bracketed comments. In the example, we denote the Level-L
PET of task τi given W LLC ways as PETL
i (W ), and the
joint Level-L PET of paired task τi:j given W LLC ways as
PETL
i:j (W ).
1) Choose a goal total utilization U for τ , assuming Level-A
pessimism for PETs. [Let U of τ be 10.0.]
2) Determine percent per-level contributions to U by sampling
the relevant configuration for Criticality Utilization %.
[Suppose 40% of U of τ is from Level B. Then, the total
utilization of Level B should be 4.0.]
3) Sample the relevant configurations for Task Utilization,
Period, and WSS10 to generate tasks at each level. Briefly,
these choices give, for each level, task utilizations (assuming Level-A pessimism and all 16 ways of L3 cache
available), periods, and WSSs, respectively. Level-A PETs
assuming a fully available L3 cache are computed by multiplying tasks’ utilizations and periods. [4.0 of task utilization
must be generated for Level-B tasks. τi is such a task.
Suppose its utilization, period, and WSS are chosen to be
0.3, 6 ms, and 4.0 MB. Then PETA
i (16) = 0.3·6 = 1.8 ms.]
4) Sample Cache Sensitivity to determine how much the
Level-A PET of each task inflates when given no L3 cache
allocation. Level-A PETs for L3 allocations between full
and none are interpolated by curves similar to prior MC2
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